This sheet contains the keywords for supplementary Oracle-X cards 247 to 316. As with previous
releases, Oracle-X owners are free to add their own keywords and interpretations as appropriate to
themselves. Each card has been designed to work with all previous cards.

These 24 additional cards allow Oracle-X owners to be able to enhance their personal unique deck. This opens
up the possibility of richer, deeper, and more accurate readings for yourself and those whom you might read. The
ability to customise your deck is unique to Oracle-X. We recommend only selecting the cards to add to your deck
that feel relevant to you at this point in time.
247

Goblet

emotion

plenty / ample

impermanence

248

Predicament

quandary

look for options

quite a dilemma

249

Salmon

250

Time

251

Narcissus

252

Kangaroo

253

Shamrock

back to your roots gentle
determination
correct timing is
avoid wasting
critical
your time
hidden talents
hard work and
reward
daring with
leap of faith
audacity
luck of the Irish
timely arrival

254

Viridios

green man

old ways

Star

lack of prejudice

spiritual protector harmony with
nature
hope of fulfilment destination guide

earth wisdom

301

mischievous
nature
hard to avoid

ask for help

gentle motivation

302

Frog

fecundity

healing

prosperity

health habits

overall success

sympathy /
kindness
tight spot

devoted / union

elusiveness

all is not lost

cornered

up a dead alley

think back &
remember
time is speeding
up
career
advancement
mobility

happiness &
freedom
now is the time

overcome
adversity
wait until the time
is right
bestow gift

homing instinct

highly auspicious

flunky / jammy

a bit of a mess rethink required
need to deal with
turbulent issue
remember that
point in time
danger of
overrating oneself
safely jump over
an ongoing issue
lucky number

auspicious
parental duties

renewal

get ready for lift
off
vain

protect your
about to outwit a
reputation
wily foe
improved fortunes a turnaround

need to work
more with nature
your future is
possible
divine

303 Ripple
304 Vulture
305 Windmill

outside
cause/factor
replenishment

orbital effect

left-field

loyal to the
cause
wholesome
living
time to act

serious

slower pace of
life
events are
moving
can/should
multi-task
teller of tales

narrator

309 Tunnel

restrictive

narrow minded limited focus

310 Nomad

wanderer

311 Accelerate

bring plans
forward
answer
required
spoon feed

restless/unsett
led
speed up / go
faster
interrogate

no clear plan of
action
review dates

a little at a time

spiritual
prosperity
rarely seen

take it in small
doses
to give a gift

refresh and
renewal
self-admiration unsettled

316 Greed

materialism

self-indulgent

acquisitiveness

317 Ringmaster

management

318 Ink

consider
rewriting
squander

direct the
activities
time to write it
down
fritter away

hyperbole / in
charge
keep a record /
diary entry
waste

trapped/pulled
under

need help

306 Unchain
307 Octopus
308 Storyteller

312 Question
313 Spoon
314 Coconut
315 Mermaid

319 Plughole
320 Swamp

stuck

flexibility

happening
around you
guardian &
caretaker
serenity

remove a
complication
a delay is ending opening
negotiations
complexity
incredible
potential
embellishment
fibber

doubt

exogenous

keep steady

effect/cause & effect

perceptive / alert

on the wheel of
life
break in to small
tasks
rashlessness

defensive/protective

avoid impetuousness

good fortune

degree of unpredictability

marked
contentment
documentation
ready
defence

been through the mill

embroidery/exagg sharing of real personal
eration
experience
unconscious
light at the end of tunnel vision
keep going and you will
thoughts
get through
unsure of
time to settle down unpredictable
hopping from pillar to post
direction
lifestyle
look to increase hasten decision
step up a gear
you are falling behind with
pace
making
things
suspect
probe
enquire / interview do not be afraid to ask
use your
influence
tough times will
fade
untamed /
modesty
tight-fistedness

conversationalist

determine the
measure
hard on the
outside
unobserved
too many

share out equally
seek out new
things
wild
independence
gluttony

crack the whip

need to encourage
someone
successful completion of
work
out of one's comfort zone
moderation required

master of
accountable
ceremonies
put pen to paper ink it in / sign it off note the time

well able to manage your
life/events
need to correct a mistake

plug / cap

misuse

save for a rainy day

visible but
deceptive

may not be able to
complete

opportunity
wasting away
unexpected/surp consequences
rise

(Cards 317 to 320 Arriving Soon)

